JENNY MAGUIRE
SAG/AFTRA/AEA
LOOPING/ADR RESUME
Dark Horse
Feature Film
Director: Todd Solondz
Description:
Improvised many background scenes, waitress in a diner, wedding guests,
bar guests, hostess etc., very important to Todd to create and match the tone
and original motivation of the scene, he appreciates the ‘one take’ but likes to
get it right; dubbed breathing, kissing noises for Selma Blair~
Dark Comedy
*In addition, I cast the main loop actors and also helped direct and quickly
teach the young first time actors who were participating in their fist loop group
Quote from Director Todd Solondz to me as he was leaving the studio,
“Thank you very much, you are a pro”

30 Beats
Feature Film
Director: Alexis Lloyd
Description:
Solo Loop Group/Improvised all of the looping/dubbing for over a dozen
background players and leads (Condola Rashad & Jennifer Tilly); hip NY 30
something’s hanging in NY lofts, bars, many sex scenes (playing two to three
different girls in the same scene); breathing, laughing for the lead during
major seduction scene, creating a mood where there was silence~
Comedy, Romance

Life During Wartime
Feature Film
Director: Todd Solondz
Description:
Improvised many background scenes with very specific direction from Mr.
Solondz, expects subtle realistic humor, likes actors to be very specific and
will allow long improvisation; dubbed a lot of breathing, subtle movement,
breathing, nuanced non-verbal reactions & walking for the main female
characters, Allison Janney, Shirley Henderson & Ally Sheedy~
Dark Comedy
*In addition, I cast the loop group

The Ten
Feature Film
Director: David Wain
Description:
Dubbed/improvised noises of Winona Ryder having sex with a
blow-up doll & cartoon voices; improvised many background crowd scenes,
screams and other various fillers~
Comedy

Wet Hot American Summer
Feature Film
Director: David Wain
Description:
Improvised a telephone conversation from a Jewish mother and father to their
child at summer camp, giggling noises of girls playing, splashing
in a lake & various other scenes~
Comedy.

Lake City
Independent Feature Film
Directors: Hunter Hill & Perry Moore
Starring Sissy Spacek
Description:
Loop group of three, dubbed/improvised all the voices and background
players of a small southern town (grocery store patrons,
clerk, long scene as the local bartender, etc), dubbed a very pivotal moment
as a little boy~
Drama
*In addition, I cast the loop group

Foreign Film
Feature Film (title/director not known)
Description:
Major dubbing of all European sex scenes, required a very natural yet
somewhat dangerous effect, not your typical Hollywood sex noises; dubbed a
woman getting hung and strangled to death; dubbed a scream as a woman
gets hit by a car~
Drama, Director brought the film to NY to do the looping session because the
actors in Europe were not able execute the ADR/LOOPING to the director’s
satisfaction

SAP-German Hardware/Software Company
IN-HOUSE PROMO, HEROS OF ROME
Director: Carolyn Swartz
Description:
Dubbed voices over old Roman movie footage to promote SAP software.
Classic old-fashioned Roman women voices & crowd scenes~
Funny and slightly over dramatic

Omnaris-Nasal Spray
IN-HOUSE PROMO, MARTIAL ARTS
Director: Carolyn Swartz
Description:
Dubbed voices over old Martial Arts movie footage to promote nasal spray.
Classic woman in distress & woman who can fly through the air, kick over
tables and then sit down for tea afterwards~
Quick, funny, but sincere

